GENERAL DETOX AND ENZYMATIC COORDINATION
Recommended doses for integration of the prescribed medical therapy

FIRST 5 DAYS
• 10 ml of Citozym before breakfast
• 1 stick of Citovigor with breakfast
• 1 stick of Probiotic P-450 at 10 am
• 10 ml of Citozym before bed
FROM DAY 6 TO DAY 30
• 10 ml of Citozym before breakfast
• 1 stick of Citovigor with breakfast
• 1 stick of Probiotic P-450 at 10 am
• 10 ml of Citozym after lunch at 1pm
• 10 ml of Citozym before bed
FROM DAY 31 TO DAY 120
• 1 stick of Citovigor with breakfast
• 1 stick of Probiotic P-450 at 10 am
• 50 ml of Citozym with 1 stick of Propulzym in 16oz of water to sip during the day
MORNING AND EVENING
• Apply Athletic fresh cream on joints, plexalgia, radiculitis*, etc. See picture below.
*Radiculitis: The word radiculitis refers to a spinal nerve root that is inflamed, rather than compressed or
otherwise irritated.

MONTH 1
2 Citozym
1 Citovigor
2 Probiotic
2 Athletic Fresh

MONTH 2
3 Citozym
1 Propulzym
1 Citovigor
1 Probiotic
2 Athletic Fresh

MONTH 3
3 Citozym
1 Propulzym
1 Citovigor
1 Probiotic
2 Athletic Fresh

MONTH 4
3 Citozym
1 Propulzym
1 Citovigor
1 Probiotic
2 Athletic Fresh

Note: The biodynamic preparations, the result of the Citozeatec Research, are enzymatic substrates
processed according to the human biological cycle. They act on enzymatic alterations that lead to
numerous diseases, as discovered by J.B. Sumner in 1920. The cell in fact needs to obtain energy
from specific enzymatic substrates and not from other molecules that would modify the genetic
information contained in the DNA and subsequently translated into the corresponding proteins.
BIODYNAMIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ARE NOT DRUGS

Energy transformation is the primary function of living organisms
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